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Abstract 
In neuroscience, the P300 wave is a positive deflection in the human event-related potential. It is                

considered to be an endogenous potential, as its occurrence links not to the physical attributes of a                 

stimulus, but to a person’s reaction to it. Therefore, it is possible to train a signal processing and classifier                   

pipeline to learn how a person's brain reacts to different stimulus and allow a person to trigger actions in a                    

computer using only brainwaves. In this context, OpenViBE is an open source software platform that               

enables to design, test and use Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) such as Spellers: BCIs that allows               

people to write on a software by only using their brain activity. OpenViBE already includes a speller, but                  

it cannot be used by patients with visual disabilities. Rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) is a new                 

paradigm of spelling, gaze-independent. Therefore, the objective of this work is to analyze, expose and               

explain the implementation of this new methodology as a new plugin in the OpenViBE platform, for all                 

the BCI community worldwide. 
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Introduction 
A brain computer interface (BCI), also referred to as a brain machine interface (BMI), is a hardware and                  

software communications system that enables humans to interact with their surroundings, without the             

involvement of peripheral nerves and muscles, by using control signals generated from brain activity. The               

purpose of a BCI is to detect and quantify features of brain signals that indicate the user's intentions, and                   

to translate these features in real time into device commands that accomplish the user's intent. BCIs can                 

augment current rehabilitation therapies by reinforcing learning and thereby promote a more effective use              

of impaired brain areas and connections. Moreover, BCI has been demonstrated to be successful in both                

healthy and disabled persons as a tool, for example, for typing. 

OpenViBE, one the most used tools in the BCI industry, started in France in 2006 and is in continuous                   

development, actively receiving contributions from the developer community worldwide. Although the           

platform already contains a speller (the logic behind the ability of typing by only using the brain), which                  

has been demonstrated to be successful, it cannot be used by patients with oculomotor dysfunctions. 

In 2011, a new paradigm was published solving this problem. The Rapid Serial Visual Presentation               

(RSVP) is the process of sequentially displaying images at the same spatial location at high presentation                

rates with multiple images per second. 

Therefore, as the final thesis of the Computer Engineer program at the Instituto Tecnologico de Buenos                

Aires (ITBA), the authors proposed to implement a solution based on this paradigm and merge it into                 

OpenViBE in order to be used openly, freely and at a global scale. 
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Brain Computer Interface Technology 

Electroencephalography 
Electroencephalography (EEG) is an electrophysiological monitoring method to record electrical activity           

of the brain. It is typically non-invasive, with the electrodes placed along the scalp. However, invasive                

electrodes are sometimes used, as in electrocorticography, also referred to as intracranial EEG. 

As explained in Niedermeyer's Electroencephalography: Basic Principles, Clinical Applications, and          

Related Fields (7 ed.) [9], EEG measures voltage fluctuations resulting from ionic current within the               

neurons of the brain. In a clinical setting, EEG refers to the recording of the brain's spontaneous electrical                  

activity over a period of time, as recorded from multiple electrodes placed on the scalp. Diagnostic                

applications generally focus either on event-related potentials or on the spectral content of EEG. The               

former investigates potential fluctuations time locked to an event, such as 'stimulus onset' or 'button press'.                

The latter analyses the type of neural oscillations (popularly called "brain waves") that can be observed in                 

EEG signals in the frequency domain. 

 

 
Figure 1 | How Electroencephalography works [31]. 
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P300 
The P300 (P3) wave is an event-related potential (ERP) component elicited in the process of decision                

making. It is considered to be an endogenous potential, as its occurrence links not to the physical                 

attributes of a stimulus, but to a person’s reaction to it. P300 is usually elicited using the oddball                  

paradigm, in which low probability target items are mixed with high probability non-target (or ”standard”)               

items [32]. When recorded by electroencephalography (EEG), it surfaces as a positive deflection in              

voltage with a latency (delay between stimulus and response) of roughly 250 to 500 ms [3]. The Signal is                   

typically stronger when measured by the electrodes covering the parietal lobe. The presence, magnitude,              

topography and timing of this signal are often used as metrics of cognitive function in decision making                 

processes. While the neural substrates of this ERP component still remain hazy, the reproducibility and               

ubiquity of this signal makes it a common choice for psychological tests in both clinics and laboratories. 

 

 
Figure 2 | P300 signal example for target and non-target stimulations [33]. 
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Brain Computer Communication Channel 
BCI creates a new non-muscular channel for relaying a person’s intentions to external devices such as                

computers, speech synthesizers, assistive appliances, and neural prostheses. That is particularly attractive            

for individuals with severe motor disabilities. Such an interface would improve their quality of life and                

would, at the same time, reduce the cost of intensive care.  

 

The idea of successfully deciphering thoughts or intentions by means of brain activity has often been                

regarded in the past as very strange and remote. Hence, investigation in the field of brain activity has                  

usually been limited to the analysis of neurological disorders in clinical trials or to the exploration of brain                  

functions in laboratories. The BCI design has always been considered too complex, because of the limited                

resolution and reliability of information that was detectable in the brain and its high variability [34].                

Furthermore, BCI systems require real-time signal processing and, up until recently, the required             

technology either did not exist or was extremely expensive [34]. However, this context has undergone a                

radical changeover in the last two decades. BCI research, which was confined to only three research                

groups 20 years ago and only six to eight research groups 10 years ago, is now an up-and-coming field                   

with more than 100 active research groups all over the world [3]. The number of articles published                 

regarding neural interface technology has increased exponentially over the past decade [4]. Successful             

studies on brain signal phenomena have lent further weight to these advances. The development of more                

and more inexpensive computer hardware and software has allowed for more sophisticated online             

analysis. 

 

In this context, more and more companies have started doing research and developing hardware and               

software using these technologies. Emotiv [17] (wearable EEG products including neuro headsets),            

Neurosky [18] (BCI for consumer product applications) and Neuralink [19] (implantable BCI for diseases              

treatments) are some of the most prominent examples of this. Since companies need to develop               

cost-effective products in order to be profitable, there are some non-profitable areas of study in BCI that                 

stay in the margin for the companies.  

 

In this sense, universities all over the world are taking leadership [19] and are pushing the current limits of                   

the BCI technology by publishing new papers on this topic every year [47].  
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Applications 
Brain-Computer Interfaces can be used as a bridge between the brain and the processing power of a                 

computer, and that applies to any person. Of course, a healthy person would have different interests in                 

BCI compared to a paraplegic person. For example, in March 2012 g.tec introduced intendiX-SPELLER              

[12], the first commercially available BCI system which can be used to control computer games and apps. 

 

 
Figure 3 | The intendiX-SPELLER [12]. 

 

In this sense, the main target populations for BCI applications and research fall into three categories:  

● Complete Locked-In State (CLIS): patients who have lost all motor control; 

● Locked-In State (LIS): patients who are almost completely paralyzed, but with residual            

voluntary movement, such as eye movement, eye blinks, or lip twitches;  

● Human Augmented Users: including abled-bodied people and those with substantial          

neuromuscular control, particularly speech and/or hand control. 

 

For healthy users and non-severely disabled people, the applications are merely for neuromarketing and              

video games purposes, because they can send the same information faster via other interfaces. The other                
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two groups are the main target of most researchers because of the impact that can be achieved on their                   

day-to-day activities. 

 
Figure 4 | Classification of users of BCI by their capabilities [3]. 

 

Stephen Hawking is probably one of the best known examples of technology applied to solve               

communication problems. Intel developed a system based on the movement of his cheek muscle to control                

his voice device. That was because Hawking was able to move said muscle, but that is not the case for                    

many people, as seen in the figure 4). 

 
Figure 5 | Stephen Hawking with the ACAT system made by Intel 13  
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Spellers 
Since most of the patients mentioned above have motor disabilities, they end up suffering from               

communication disabilities (think about moving the tongue, the hands, etc.), and in this regard, BCI is an                 

ideal technology for solving this problem.  

 
Figure 6 | Use case example of the use of this technology by Berdakh Abibullaev - Nazarbayev University. 

 

The typical solution involves a virtual keyboard displayed on screen and the user selects letter by letter                 

from the alphabet by means of a BCI. However, the most extreme cases do not have the possibility to use                    

a cursor and, therefore, more sophisticated ways of spelling need to be developed. Obermaier developed a                

letter spelling system based on standard Graz-BCI [10], which also includes a virtual keyboard, but the set                 

of potential letters to choose from is divided in two halves for each step. This is controlled by EEG                   

modulation through metal hand and leg motor imagery. The spelling rate achieved by three healthy users                

varied between 0.5 and 0.85 letters per minute [10]. This rate is lower than the one in previous solutions.                   

Nevertheless, it appears easy to increase the number of letters spelled per minute just by expanding the                 

number of classes to more than two. 
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P300 event-related brain potentials are also very popular in BCI letter spelling applications. The first P300                

speller was designed by Farwell and Donchin in 1988 [40]. In this speller, the 26 letters of the alphabet, as                    

well as other symbols and commands, are displayed on screen in a 6x6 matrix with randomly flashing                 

rows and columns.  

 
Figure 7 | The GUI of the Matrix P300 Speller [41]. 

 

Then, the user focuses his/her attention on the screen and concentrates on the characters to be written,                 

while the EEG response is monitored. Two P300 are elicited for each looked-for element on the matrix                 

when the desired row or column flashes, thereby allowing the system to identify the desired symbol. The                 

results of the Farwell-Donchin speller trials involving 4 healthy people yielded an acceptable spelling rate               

of about 2 characters per minute [42]. 
 

 

 
Figure 8 | The speller application generates stimulus and triggers a processing pipeline that finally produces 

feedback for the user [30]. 
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Oculomotor Dysfunction 
Oculomotor Dysfunction is the absence or defect of controlled, voluntary, and purposeful eye movement.              

Those oculomotor skills are critical when reading, writing, copying information, working on art projects,              

finding an object in a background, playing sports and many other activities we perform in our highly                 

visual world [22]. 

 
Figure 9 | A visual explanation of how oculomotor dysfunction affects to a child [25]. 

 

Therefore, it is easy to conclude that for people with visual impairments, it is impossible to control the 

original matrix speller, since they cannot focus on the flashing targets all around the matrix, so another 

type of speller must be developed for them [1].  
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Rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) 
Rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) is another method of spelling which consists in a process of                

displaying a sequence of images at high presentation rates with multiple images per second. RSVP               

consists of 30 different symbols, including the 26 letters of the English alphabet, 2 punctuation marks: ’.’,                 

’!’, the underscore symbol, used to indicate spaces, and the backspace, which could be used to erase the                  

previous symbol (we use ASCII character ’<’). 

 

 
Figure 10 | Rapid serial visual presentation of alphabet characters [24]. 

 

The Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) speller was presented by Laura Acqualagna and Benjamin              

Blankertz [1] in 2011. At that time, two independent studies had shown that the Matrix Speller had a high                   

classification accuracy only when the users overtly fixated the target symbol, and that motivated them to                

develop a gaze-independent speller, since oculomotor control can deteriorate in late stages of diseases like               

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) [1]. The RSVP speller presents a series of characters that are               

displayed for a short period of time, one at a time, while tracking EEG data from the user to map it with                      

what is being shown in the simulation display. The experiments proposed by the authors reached a                

maximum of 1.43 letters/min, and therefore, the RSVP speller can be operated efficiently by healthy               

individuals [1]. This speller reaches high classification accuracy, is fast-paced and has a large vocabulary.               

Since RSVP stimulations always appear in the same location, it is useful for those patients with visual                 

disabilities such as oculomotor dysfunction, making this speller a gaze-independent BCI which can             

represent a valid alternative for people with impaired oculomotor control.  
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BCI Software Platforms 
There are a few open-source BCI platforms that provide an easy and flexible way to develop BCI                 

experiments. In this regard, OpenViBE [6] is a software platform dedicated to designing, testing and using                

brain-computer interfaces. The package includes a Designer tool to create and run custom applications,              

along with several pre-configured demo programs which are ready for use. OpenViBE is a software for                

real-time neuroscience. Currently, OpenViBE includes a plugin with the MatrixSpeller, but there is not a               

plugin for the RSVP speller, whose benefits compared to the matrix speller we have already discussed. 

 

 
Figure 11 | GUI of the OpenViBE Designer [6]. 
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Materials and Methods 

Set Up 
For the development of our Speller we used QT Creator IDE (recommended by OpenViBE [36]) and the                 

entire OpenViBE framework, which allows us to design new scenarios for BCI’s applications. QT              

allowed for an easy, fast, and automatic build and deployment process . But the most important feature                 

that we used was the debugging capability, since it made it possible to stop the application in runtime and                   

verify its state at that moment. 

 

 
Figure 12 | How the stimulations flow works [39]. 

 

Qt 
Qt Creator [7] is a cross-platform C++, JavaScript and QML integrated development environment (IDE)              

which simplifies GUI application development. Qt is built for the maximum developer experience. Qt              

Creator runs on Windows, Linux, and macOS desktop operating systems, and allows developers to create               

applications across desktop, mobile, and embedded platforms. 
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Figure 13 | Qt Creator GUI. 

 

OpenViBE Acquisition Server Set Up 
OpenViBE Acquisition Server is a tool designed to communicate with various hardware signal acquisition              

devices [27]. The task of the server is to forward the acquired signals and other experiment information to                  

OpenViBE applications in a standardized and generic OpenViBE format. 

The acquisition server communicates with the acquisition devices using modules called drivers. The             

server provides the user with a set of drivers to choose from, each dedicated to one or more devices.                   

Support for new devices can be added to the server by developing new drivers. The list of available                  

drivers can be found here: http://OpenViBE.inria.fr/supported-hardware/ 

 

 
Figure 14 | How signal acquisition works [38]. 
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Therefore, for production purposes, a driver created for the EEG headset should be used, but for testing                 

purposes Generic Oscillations is enough, as any set of stimulations is suitable for testing the scenarios. In                 

driver properties, it is possible to configure the channels where the server is going to work  (we use three).  

 

 
Figure 15 | OpenViBE acquisition server GUI. 

 

OpenViBE Designer 
OpenViBE Designer is a software platform (in the OpenViBE platform) to design, test and use               

Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) interactively. OpenViBE can also be used as a generic real time EEG               

acquisition, processing and visualization system. 

 

  

Figure 16 | OpenViBE scenario designer GUI (Dark Theme). 
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Experimental Procedures 
The COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 heavily affected Argentina, and all the face-to-face activities carried              

out at ITBA were suspended. At the beginning , we were planning to test our application on humans with                   

advanced EEG headsets at the university, but the lock-down orders forced us to adapt and change our                 

plans. 

 

Since OpenViBE is developed in layers defined by algorithm boxes, we were able to create new scenarios                 

in order to simulate an on-site experiment from our homes, only using software. An alternative solution                

that we developed was a new OpenViBE scenario (purely using software) which allowed us to input                

stimulations by keyboard pressings that simulate the behaviour of brainwaves. So, the input data is totally                

transparent for the speller, since it receives data the same way it would if connected to a headset. In other                    

words, the experiment is not dependent on the input method. 

 

This solution gave us the possibility to confirm what we saw on large files of stimulations: the speller was                   

working correctly and learning the user's brain behaviour, making it suitable for online use. Therefore, we                

built five scenarios analogous to the already available P300 Matrix Speller but all the modules were                

modified to meet our requirements and, in addition, we created the custom “keyboard stimulations”              

scenario. 
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OpenViBE Scenarios 
Definitions 
 

OpenViBE experiments are called scenarios [37]. They are basically represented by a set of boxes (called                

algorithm-boxes) containing the logic, operations to be done and arrows between them representing inputs              

and outputs of those boxes. These boxes are created by the entire OpenViBE community and are added to                  

the project as plugins, e.g. P300 old matrix speller added 3 boxes. 

The scenarios can be edited visually using the OpenViBE designer tool, which allows us to edit the                 

scenarios by creating, configuring and moving boxes interactively. 

 

 
Figure 17 | OpenVibe designer tools [6]. 
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Then, by drag-and-drop, we can add the boxes to the scenario and configure its connections with other 

boxes, if needed.  

 

 
Figure 18 | A box example. 

 

The colors of the arrows vary depending on the type of input/output in order to be more user-friendly.                  

Each box can be configured in its configuration window by double-pressing that box. 

 

 
Figure 19 | A configuration window for the above box. 

 

This configuration is defined by the developer of the box, including variables, types of variables and                

default values. The values of each configuration will be used in the code of the box. 

Then, the combination of boxes and connections define the logic of the experiment. It is also possible to                  

add comments, as shown in the figure 20. 
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Figure 20 | An example scenario [6]. 

 

Because the boxes contain the logic of the experiment, it is possible to conclude that we needed to create                   

our own boxes with custom configurations and all the required scenarios. Although some boxes are reused                

in more than one scenario (a big advantage of this modularized structure), we have created the following                 

boxes from scratch (please refer to the GitLab repository to see the code): 

● Target Letter Generator: randomly generates the next letter to act as target when learning              

patient patterns. 

● P300 RSVP Speller Stimulator: randomly generates the stimulations (letters to be shown) but             

following the RSVP paradigm in each trial. 

● P300 RSVP Speller Visualization: generates the GUI (the visual representation of the            

experiment). 

● P300 RSVP Speller Accumulator: a box that merges information from the classifier (which             

knows the patient’s brain behavior) and the pure signal. 

In addition, we used boxes already included in the OpenViBE package or older plugins. Having               

developed all of these boxes, we were able to create the necessary scenarios for a complete BCI Speller                  

experience in OpenViBE.  
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Default Configurations 
 

As mentioned above, the custom-made algorithm boxes can be customized for each experiment and also               

have default configurations associated with it. 

 
Figure 21 | Stimulation box’s configurations window with the default values. 

 

Some of the most important configurations shown in the Figure 21 are: 

● Number of sequence: the number of times that the alphabet will be shown each time for a specific                  

letter. For example: if the configuration is set to 3, the user will see the alphabet 3 times for each                    

letter. This will increase the accuracy of the letter the user wants to spell. 

● Number of trials: the number of letters the user has to spell in the experiment. For example: if the                   

configuration is set to 2, the user will spell two letters in the experiment and, then, it will finish. 

● Letter duration: the amount of time a letter will be shown on the screen. 

● Inter-repetition delay: the amount of time the experiment will be paused after each sequence. 

● Inter-trial delay: the amount of time the experiment will be paused after each trial. 
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Figure 22 | Target Letter box’s configurations window with the default values. Here is where it its possible to force 

a  
word to spell as target for the learning process. 

 

● Word to Spell: it is possible to spell a random word or to spell a chosen word if it is pre-set in this                       

box. 

● Delay before sending: the amount of time prior to starting the experiment. 
.  
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Scenario 1 - Signal Monitoring 
This scenario can be used to monitor the signal obtained from the acquisition server. Since this type of                  

experiment involves the use of a non-intrusive EEG headset, the position of the headset in the head can                  

severely affect the quality of the signals, which could end up in an incorrect behavior analysis. In that                  

sense, testing and controlling the signals prior to starting the experiment is key in this type of BCI. This                   

scenario may be used to monitor the signals by looking at the ‘Signal Display’, where all the signals can                   

be found in real-time and by channel. This scenario works exactly the same that in the traditional matrix                  

speller, among other bci-examples, since it does not depend on the particular logic of the experiment. 

 
Figure 23 | Signal monitoring scenario. 

  
As can be seen in Figure 21, the experiment starts in the Acquisition Client box, which is responsible for                   

getting the signals from the selected drive (please refer to its section in Materials and Methods). Then, the                  

signal is forked by channels and processed by the Temporal Filter (applies temporal filtering on time                

signal) and Signal Decimation (reduces the sampling frequency to a divider of the original sampling               

frequency), in order to create the temporal charts. Finally, the signals are shown in a new window by the                   

Signal Display box, which creates a temporal chart for each channel. 

 
Figure 24 | Signal Display example for channels Cz, O1 and O2.  
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Scenario 2 - Acquisition 
This scenario is used as the first step in the flow. It is used to collect data from the acquisition server and                      

prepare it to train the LDA classifier. 

 
Figure 25 | P300 RSVP acquisition scenario. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 25, this scenario includes custom-made boxes that contain the proper logic of the                   

RSVP speller.  

Here we have two flows running in parallel, that is why there are two groups of scenarios that do not                    

connect to each other. 

In the first one, the P300 RSVP Speller Stimulator (written in C++) sends in real-time stimulations that                 

correspond to the logic of the RSVP, such as, when a new trial should start or end and what the next                     

character to be shown is. This is happening while the Target Letter Generation (written in Lua) is                 

sending stimulations corresponding to the targets that the patient should focus on in order to learn how                 

his/her brain behaves when he/she aims to select a character. With these two sets of stimulations, the P300                  

RSVP Speller Visualization can show the patients a window with the characters changing based on the                

stimulator’s output, while guiding them with the corresponding targets that they should focus on (random               

characters or configured in the box configurations). 

At the same time, the second part is acquiring P300 signals from the patient's brain and registering the                  

brain's behavior as a file that is going to be used as the output of this scenario, and the input of the next                       

one.  
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Scenario 3 - Train Classification 
This scenario is where the system ‘learns’ how the patient's brain behaves when he/she wants to select a                  

character. The information is preprocessed in order to be prepared for the Classifier Trainer box which                

contains the LDA Classifier that tries to discriminate the two classes: P300 or not. So, when a P300 is                   

recognized, it means that the patient’s brain reacted to a received stimulation (refer to P300 section in                 

Brain Computer Interfaces Technologies section), which means that he/she wanted to select the character              

corresponding to that stimulation. At the end of the execution, the scenario logs a report indicating the                 

results of the training, including a performance percentage that is commonly used to measure whether the                

classifier is prepared or not for the online scenario. 

This scenario also works the same as in traditional P300 matrix speller, since it also does not depend on                   

custom RSVP logic. It receives the dataset collected in the prior step as input (in the Generic Stream                  

Reader), and returns a new file representing the trained classifier that is going to be used in the next step.  

 

 
Figure 26 | P300 RSVP train classifier scenario. 
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Scenario 4 - Online 
This scenario is the most important. Having trained the LDA classifier in the last scenario, this                

online-scenario allows the user to use the speller and write arbitrary words, simply by using the headset                 

(through the acquisition client) with the help of the classifier processor (the trained LDA classifier).  

 
Figure 27 | P300 RSVP online scenario. 
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As shown in Figure 25, this scenario contains similar configurations to past scenarios because it uses all                 

the logic presented before, but combined in real-time. It is interesting to point out: 

● The Acquisition Client, as explained before, gets the signals of the brain via the acquisition               
server that is connected to the EEG headset. 

● After the signals are processed as needed by the classifier (e.g. transforming continuous             
stimulations to discrete time stimulations with the Stimulation Based Epoching box), the            
Classifier Processor, which was already trained in the past step, decides when a P300 potential               
signal was triggered 

● Remember that it is possible to configure the experiment to make as many as trials of characters                 
per target as wanted. Then, the P300 RSVP Accumulator accumulates the quantity of hits (P300               
signals) per stimulation, working like an election where the character with more hits wins and is                
the one selected by the patient. 

● At the same time, a P300 RSVP Visualization is showing the characters alternating based on the                
information provided by P300 RSVP Speller Stimulator and Target Letter Generation           
(optional for extra training), as explained in the past scenarios. 

● Finally, the Generic Stream Writer generates an output file that can be used for further analysis.  
 
For more information on how a specific box works, please refer to OpenViBE Official Documentation [6],                

since each new plugin that is added to the platforms contains its corresponding documentation.  

Finally, in case somebody wants to use these spellers on a day-to-day basis, this scenario is the one that                   

should be used after undergoing a training in which the LDA classifier obtains a high level of accuracy.   
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Custom Online by keyboard stimulations 
This scenario was created from scratch without any other references. It allows a user to manage the RSVP                  

Speller by only using only one key from the keyboard. As explained in the state of art section, this                   

scenario can be really helpful for people with disabilities who can only move one finger, and at the                  

same time, it helped us to verify that the speller boxes were working as expected, without using a EEG                   

headset. 

 
Figure 28 | P300 RSVP Key-Input online scenario. 

 

Of course, this scenario does not have an acquisition client, and obtains the ‘stimulations’ from a                

Keyboard Stimulator, an algorithm box already included in the OpenViBE package, which allows us to               

transform keyboard pressings into OpenViBE stimulations simulating the flow like in Scenario 2 -              

Acquisition. Once we have the Keyboard Stimulator’s output, the following behavior is similar to the past                

scenarios.  
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Figure 29 | On the left, the RSVP Visualization window. On the right, the keyboard stimulator window. 

 

  
Figure 30 | An example with the first target letter chosen correctly. 

 

 
Figure 31 | An example with the first target letter chosen correctly, and the second incorrectly.  
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Results 

Tests 
Thanks to this multiple-scenario architecture, we had the opportunity to read and analyze the output of                

each scenario and compare it entirely with other existing analogous examples, from which we could               

confirm that the signal monitoring, signal acquisition and training scenario were working properly. After              

that, the most important scenario to test was the online scenario, and without having a headset, we were                  

not able to use an acquisition client as input. So, we managed to create a keyboard input based scenario,                   

which worked as if we were using a headset with a key replacing our brain signals.  

On the one hand, it is important to point out that some of the scenarios are made only for information and                     

control purposes. For example, scenario 0 signal processing allows us to expose a real-time graph that                

shows how the P300 signals are moving on. 

On the other hand, and as you can see in the configuration of the scenarios, all of them have “Stream                    

Writer” boxes that generate output files for each of them, depending on what the scenario does and what                  

the output is going to represent. For example, in the case of scenario number 2 (“Acquisition”), which is                  

one of the main scenarios of the speller, the output is a csv format file that contains the obtained                   

stimulations. 

The first type of testing was dedicated to scenarios that have an output file in comma-separated values                 

(csv) format, which presents the list of stimulations generated for the patient. This allowed us, via a                 

custom matlab script, to verify if the stimulations were being generated as expected based on the                

parameters that we had. With this script, we were able to validate that the signal acquisition, neural                 

network learning and stimulations generation were working correctly. 
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Figure 32 | An example of the stimulations file generated by scenario 2. 

 

The figure 32 is an example of a generated csv containing the stimulations, where the “Time” column                 

represents the current accumulated time of the experiment, the “Identifier” column represents the ID of               

the stimulation associated with a particular stimulation in the OpenViBE framework, and the “Duration”              

column is the duration in milliseconds of the given identifier (zero represents an instantaneous              

stimulation). Our analysis of the stimulation identifier was based on the full list of the identifier                

descriptors given by OpenViBE.  

 

The table below is a subset of these identifier descriptors, which helped us understand this type of files: 
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Stimulation Hexa identifier Decimal Identifier 

OVTK_StimulationId_TrialStart 0x00008005 32773 

OVTK_StimulationId_TrialStop 0x00008006 32774 

OVTK_StimulationId_Target 0x00008205 33285 

OVTK_StimulationId_NonTarget 0x00008206 33286 

OVTK_StimulationId_VisualStimulationStart 0x0000800b 32780 

OVTK_StimulationId_VisualStimulationStop 0x0000800c 32779 
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Hence, it is possible to conclude that in this example we have loops of: 

1. VisualStimulationStart 

2. CUSTOM_STIMULATION 

3. Non_Target 

4. VisualStimulationStop  

The CUSTOM_STIMULATION ID stimulations represent one of the available characters (e.g. letter            

‘A’), and Non_Target ID represents that the current character is not one of the target letters (it is not                   

expected that the patients select it, this is used in order to learn patient’s signal patterns).  

 

These types of files were analyzed programmatically with a custom designed matlab script and validated               

our hypothesis that the simulations were being generated correctly since those loops were being generated               

as expected.  

 

Therefore, the second type of testing was focused on the visualization of the RSVP speller. We had to                  

develop a new scenario that allowed us to input stimulations as the mentioned CSVs but only using the                  

keyboard, in order to control each test as we intended to. Thus, we created a custom online scenario                  

triggered by keyboard stimulations, which helped us to verify that the visualization, the target generation               

and the comparison with the given stimulations (both artificially generated and obtained from patients)              

were working correctly.  

 

 
Figure 33 | A test case that verifies a target achieved example (green letter). 
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Finally, based on the unit testing method, adding these two ways of testing our modules gave us the                  

possibility to verify the correct functionality of the system and therefore complete the project, replacing               

the on-site experiment using the headset with pure-software testing under these unprecedented            

circumstances 
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Contribution to the OpenVIBE Community 
The BCI world is in continuous exploration [10] and all the knowledge acquired in the process to                 

implement this application will be useful to continue developing new features and solutions for the               

enhancement of the BCIs open source world. 

 

In the context of this RSVP implementation for OpenViBE, the second path we would be able to explore                  

is the creation of the pull request to Inria's OpenViBE main repository in order to make our code available                   

worldwide to all the scientific community. This process has already started, since emails have been               

exchanged with the leaders of Inria (National Institute for Research in Digital Science and Technology,               

France). Please refer to Appendix II to check the email exchanges that we had with the INRIA team. 

Thomas Prampart [29], the Lead Software Engineer of the Inria team, has shown a lot of interest in                  

making a potential contribution to the project, and gave us some advice in order to make the process more                   

agile. He pointed out aspects, like operative actions, code rules (as can be seen in the next picture) and                   

intellectual rights (although we will be credited as contributors, we must grant Inria all intellectual rights                

to our production). 

 

Of course, we are still in contact with Thomas, who has kindly offered to help us in that journey.  

 

 
Figure 34 | Contributions page of the OpenViBE official site [6].  
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Usage 

Set Up 
Once the plugin is included in the OpenViBE platform, it can be found directly in the official repository at                   

GitLab:  

★ https://gitlab.inria.fr/openvibe 

Before that, the code can be found at our public repository, which is a fork of the official “extras”                   

repository: 

★ https://gitlab.com/jgrethe/extras-openvibe 

It is important to point out that in order to make it work, you will need to clone all the repositories                     

containing different modules of the platform, and particularly the “extras” module having the RSVP              

Speller. For more information regarding the installation of OpenViBE, please refer to the official              

documentation and to the Appendix I in this document, which is a tutorial of how to build and run the                    

application. 
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Execution 
At this point, you should be able to open the OpenViBE Designer application having the RSVP Speller as                  

a plugin in the “extras” module. 

So, as mentioned in experimental procedures, there are two ways to run an RSVP Speller experiment: 

1. Using an EEG headset and real brain activity as input 

2. Using the keyboard as input 

 
Using an EEG Headset 
In order to do a live experiment, you will need to open the Designer and the following scenarios: 

1. Acquisition 
This is the first step. Here the platform will collect data from the brain’s activity while the patient                  
always tries to select the target letter. This process can be customized (please refer to ‘Default                
Configurations’). This scenario will create an output file, as seen in the ‘Results’ section, which               
represents the available data about the patients and the stimulations.  

2. Train Classifier 
This scenario will process the data and create a new output that represents what the platform                
knows about how the patient's brain behaves, which is useful when trying to spell in real-time. 

3. Online 
This is the last step and the real-time experiment. Using the output of the past scenario as input                  
data, this scenario will be able to process the patient’s brain’s behavior and translate it into                
characters, based on what was learned from the previous scenarios. In this scenario, all the               
custom boxes that were developed can be seen. This scenario can also be run as many times as                  
wanted using the same input. 

 
Using a keyboard to simulate brain activity  
In order to do this experiment, you will need to open the Designer and the custom keyboard scenario.                  

Running this scenario will simulate the ‘Online’ scenario, where you will be able to select characters                

using the keyboard to send a ‘hit’ stimulation whenever you want. Of course, all configurations are                

customizable as well. 
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Conclusions 
The Project 
Based on all the previous work presented, we can conclude that despite the atypical context, we achieved                 

the objectives initially set for this I+D project. We had the initial intention to create something that could                  

have a positive impact on people's day-to-day life. Then, we dived into a myriad of technologies that we                  

were not familiar with, and managed to create something that could be used by a scientist or a patient with                    

disabilities in any part of the world. 

 

Learnings 
As students, in addition to learning a lot of new tools and programming languages, this experience was                 

especially rewarding because we could experience how it is to be part of the global open source                 

community. This taught us that, not only the setup of the necessary tools can be much harder than                  

expected (please refer to appendix I), but also that in order to make a pull request for a software like this,                     

many code requirements must be met (please refer to Appendix II). 

 

BCI 
The brain has always been like a black box for humans [14]. We know the potential that it has but we do                      

not really know how everything works and, therefore, each new discovery allows us to take advantage of                 

it and develop new solutions for improving life. In this sense, we are truly amazed by the potential of BCI                    

technologies, and the impact that they can have on people, as shown in the state-of-art section of this                  

document.  

In this regard, the fact that OpenViBE is open-source and can be used by anybody in the world that needs                    

it, really makes the difference. Moreover, creating software that can be used by anybody is extraordinary                

but also a big responsibility. The importance of what we are adding to OpenViBE, as shown in previous                  

papers (such as in the RSVP Speller paper by Acqualagna & Blankert [1]), is that it provides a                  

gaze-independent BCI, which can be controlled by healthy subjects with high accuracy. Our application is               

fast-paced and has a large vocabulary (as large as needed), and because it is gaze-independent, it                

represents a valid choice particularly for people with impaired oculomotor control, who may have              

difficulties with traditional spellers.  

 

It is clear that the scientific community has a lot more to explore when it comes to BCI spellers, but it has                      

been demonstrated (as in BCI P300 Speller) that they have a huge positive impact on human accessibility.                 
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Our BCI Speller is an example of that, since it enables a person that cannot move any muscle to write.                    

This is science and technology applied to improve human life. 

 

RSVP 
The RSVP speller has a considerably higher classification performance than the BCI speller based on               

non-spatial visual selective attention [43] and BCIs operated with auditory [44] and tactile stimuli [45][1].               

The maximum online spelling speed (1.43 symb/min in the color 83 ms condition or 1.16 symb/min in                 

non color) [1] is still lower than for gaze-dependent spellers (like matrix speller [46]) but improvements                

can be made (such as early stopping or error detection) to enhance its performance [1]. Therefore, the                 

RSVP speller reaches a high classification accuracy, it is fast-paced, has an unlimited alphabet (while               

matrix spellers must adjust to the matrix itself) and it is particularly useful for people with impaired                 

oculomotor control, since it is gaze-independent [1]. 

 

Final Thoughts 
Historically, universities have been a key driver for the areas of science that may not be profitable. We are                   

honored to have had the opportunity to collaborate with the BCI community and to have created a tool for                   

those who need it (i.e. people with motor disabilities). All things considered, this development has the                

potential to improve the quality of life of many people and we truly believe that this mission of applying                   

scientific concepts to create useful prototypes for the benefit of humankind should be the main purpose of                 

engineering.  
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Future Work 
In the IT industry, it is well known that contributing to open source projects is very well received, but this                    

also involves the obligation to respect a set of guidelines (in order to maintain the quality of the product),                   

which generally makes that this type of contribution takes months of reviewing and making improvements               

[27]. Therefore, our first future goal is to successfully merge our code into the OpenViBE platform so it                  

can be used worldwide. 

 

In “A gaze independent spelling based on rapid serial visual presentation” [1], the authors compare the                

RSVP algorithm results using black letters and colored letters. In the color scenario, the letters were                

divided into 5 color groups: red, white, blue, green , black. Because of the lack of time, we only                   

implemented an application with black letters, leaving the door open to add this configuration.  

 

Also, as explained in the results section, we used custom-made MATLAB code to analyze              

programmatically the output of the corresponding scenarios and verify the correct functionality of them.              

This can also be made automatically using the OpenViBE platform, by adding unit tests as many other                 

plugins do. 

 

In addition to all the mentioned above, and since OpenViBE works by modules, it is possible to integrate                  

the speller with other accessibility tools, such as ACAT (Stephen Hawking’s system [19]) by reusing all                

the logic and code already developed. This could expand even more the target users group of the speller                  

and make it more usable, by taking advantage of all the patient’s capabilities (like Intel did with Stephen’s                  

cheek muscle).  

 

Finally, this work also left the door open for continuing developing plugins for OpenViBE. Both for the                 

authors, that have already achieved a level of knowledge of the framework and BCI in general, but also                  

for any reader of this document, that contains valuable information as a guide, including tutorials, to make                 

it easier the process of diving into the OpenBCI community world. 
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Appendix 1 

OpenViBE-Qt Set Up for Ubuntu 18.04 [21][23] 
This is a detailed step-to-step tutorial for installing and building OpenViBE platform on Linux with debug                

abilities in Qt IDE, as recommended in OpenViBE official site: 

 

Clone the repo of OpenViBE in /opt (Branch 2.2.0)The repository can be found here: 

● https://gitlab.inria.fr/OpenViBE/meta.  

Rename the folder to OpenViBE and move into it. In the “linux-install_dependencies.pl” file in              

./sdk/scripts/ replace the ‘elsif’ for an ‘else’ and delete the condition in the following line: 

Change the version of libboost-filesystem to 1.65 in files: 

In ./extras/applications/platform/tracker/include/ParallelExecutor.h add: 

Execute 

Download Qt Creator from https://www.qt.io/download and install it. Then, Open Qt Creator -> Open 

Project -> import ./sdk/CMakeLists.txt. A window will be open, leave selected “only debug” option and 

select as installation folder ./build/sdk-debug. Then, select configure project and you will see a new tab.  

In build configuration select debug. Choose as build directory the same directory chosen before. Then, 

add the custom environment variables: 

In build step select install and in clean select stepclean. In build environment select Batch Edit and add 

the next environment variables: 
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} elsif ($lsb_release =~ '18.04') { 
 $distribution = 'Ubuntu 16.04'; 
 } 

./sdk/scripts/linux-dependencies-ubuntu1604.txt 

./extras/scripts/linux-dependencies-ubuntu1604.txt  

#include <functional> 

 sudo ./install_dependencies.sh 

CMAKEINSTALLPREFIX[String]: /opt/OpenViBE/dist/sdk-debug 
OVCUSTOMDEPENDENCIESPATH[String]: /opt/OpenViBE/dependencies 
BUILDUNITTEST[Boolean]: ON 
BUILDVALIDATIONTEST[Boolean]: ON 

https://www.qt.io/download
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Go to Edit, then right click on the project and select build. Once the build has ended we have finished 

building the first part, the SDK. 

Then, go again to Welcome -> Open Project -> import ./designer/CMakeLists.txt, a new window will 

be opened. Leave selected only debug option and insert as installation folder ./build/designer-debug. 

Then, select configure project and you will see a new tab. In build configuration select debug. Choose as 

build directory the same choice as before in this section. Then, add the next environmental variables: 

In build select install and in clean select stepclean. In build environment select Batch Edit and add the 

next environment variables: 

Go to the “Edit” window and right click on the designer project and select build. Once the build is 

completed, we have finished the designer section. 

Then, go once more to Welcome -> Open Project -> import ./extras/CMakeLists.txt and a window will 

be opened. Leave selected only debug and insert as installation folder ./build/OpenViBE-debug. Select 

configure project, and you will see a new tab. 

In build configuration select debug. Choose as build directory the same choice as before. Then, add the 

following environment variables: 

In build step select install and in clean select “stepclean”. 
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LDLIBRARYPATH=/opt/OpenViBE/dist/sdk-debug/lib 
OVPATHROOT=/opt/OpenViBE/dist/sdk-debug 

OpenViBESDKPATH[String]: /opt/OpenViBE/dist/sdk-debug 
LISTDEPENDENCIESPATH[String]: /opt/OpenViBE/dependencies 
CMAKEINSTALLPREFIX[String]: /opt/OpenViBE/dist/designer-debug 

LDLIBRARYPATH=/opt/OpenViBE/dist/designer-debug/lib 
OVPATHROOT=/opt/OpenViBE/dist/designer-debug 

OpenViBESDKPATH[String]: /opt/OpenViBE/dist/sdk-debug 
DESIGNERSDKPATH[String]: /opt/OpenViBE/dist/designer-debug 
LISTDEPENDENCIESPATH[String]: /opt/OpenViBE/dependencies 
CMAKEINSTALLPREFIX[String]: /opt/OpenViBE/dist/OpenViBE-debug 
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In build environment select Batch Edit and add the following environment variables: 

Then, go to the edit window, right click on the extras project and select build. Once the build is finished 

we have finished the build of the last part. 

Then, go to Projects -> OpenViBE -> Run. Check that you have OpenViBE-debug as activeproject 

In Run select Add custom executable and insert 

/opt/OpenViBE/dist/OpenViBE-debug/bin/OpenViBE-designer.  

 

Then press Play. 
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LDLIBRARYPATH=/opt/OpenViBE/dist/OpenViBE-debug/lib 
OVPATHROOT=/opt/OpenViBE/dist/OpenViBE-debug 
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Appendix 2 - Emails with Inria team 
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